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OFFICIAL PRESS STATEMENT 
 

WARREN POLICE DEMONSTRATE THE NEED FOR MORE TRAINING 
Statement by Rev. Dr. Wendell Anthony, President, Detroit Branch NAACP 

 
DETROIT – The recent physical take down of Mr. Jaylen Bond, an Amazon delivery service provider, by a 
member of the Warren Police Department, indicates the necessity for enhanced training. On Tuesday of this 
week, while making a typical delivery, Jaylen Bond was approached by a Warren police officer. The officer 
indicated that his truck was parked on the wrong side of the street. Everyone who has ever gotten a delivery 
package knows that delivery trucks of every sort at some point will park on the wrong side of the street. 
Neighbors indicate this appeared to be an overreaction on the part of the Warren police officer. Words were 
exchanged between the police officer and Mr. Bond. This is a most intense time in the relations between law 
enforcement and members of the community throughout the nation. This is the reason why it is important 
that protestors also demonstrate in their local communities. There is still much work to be done in 
communities around the city of Detroit. 

 
Neighbors who witnessed this incident with Mr. Bond, who is very small in stature, with his face down on the 
ground, indicated that this was an unnecessary aggressive action on the part of the police officer. One 
neighbor said, “the driver was so polite that he had even offered to put the package on the chair for the 
customer because it was so heavy.” Additionally, the neighbor said, “the driver was on the ground with arms 
extended, wallet in hand, while the officer continued to yell put your hands behind your back.” It is a most 
difficult challenge to both provide your driver’s license, put your hands behind your back, while you are being 
restrained at the same time. It did not appear that there was a need for backup considering the fact that Mr. 
Bond was already subdued. Even Warren Mayor Jim Fouts on his own Facebook page stated “there was an 
outrageous and unacceptable physical altercation with a Warren police officer involving a young African 
American delivery man for Amazon. I have spoken with Police Commissioner Bill Dwyer and have ordered that 
this officer be terminated immediately. I have zero tolerance for such a disgusting act against an innocent 
person. The policy of the Warren Police Department and the training provided to every officer is to deescalate 
every situation. This officer did not follow policy or his training and is not fit to serve the citizens of Warren.” 

 
The words of Mayor Fouts speak very clearly for themselves. Unfortunately, after a discussion with Police 
Commissioner Bill Dwyer, he has now changed his tune. The police commissioner is now recommending 
felony charges of resisting arrest, failing to obey a lawful command, and failure to produce a driver’s license 
against Jaylen Bond. If this is the case, then it calls for an investigation of the investigation. It is another 
demonstration as to why there is a great chasm of trust between certain members of law enforcement and 
members of the community in which they serve. Amazon has indicated they will both represent and deploy 
all necessary resources to support Mr. Bond in this matter. Once again, the call for justice, fairness and 
understanding goes out to law enforcement within our community. There must be a better way. 
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